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The Orientation of Crystal Thin Layer with Diamond Structure Using Raman Scattered Light
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A method for determining the orientation of an arbitrarily
oriented
crystal thin layer using Raman scattered light has been proposed.
The intensity of Raman scattered light from the diamond structure
thin layer as a function of both the normal of the thin layer and
the polarization direction of incident light is derived, and the orientation of the thin layer is then determined by means of four extrema
of this function. The orientation results of this method for silicon
wafers are compared with that determined by the x-ray method.

l-. Introducti-on
The orientation
of a semiconductor
crystal thin 1ayer, such as silicon epitaxial 1ayer, MBE layer and SOI structure
is a parameter of great concern
[1],
in the manufacture of semiconductor devices. The conventional used method, however, are unable to determine effectively
the arbitrary
orientation
of the thin
layer with thickness only about one micron. For example, the optical reflection
method is not applicable to thin layer
due tb its destructive nature. It is
difficult
to obtain the orientation inforj-on
mat
of thin layer by X - ray method
due to its large penetration depth F
25u). And the electron diffraction method
is also inapplicable to any arbitrarily
oriented thin layer due to the complexity
of the dif fraction pattern f or an arbi_trary orientation. Fortunately, the method
of Raman scattering is useful in determin j-ng the orientation
of thin layer, since
the intensity
of Raman scattered light
j-s closely reLated to the crystal symmetry
and the penetration depth of the incident
light is smaLl (<1u).
fn the past, there existed
few
studies of the orientation
using Raman
scattered light(2lt3tt4l.
However,
all

those previous results are only applicable
to a few special orientations.
On the
other hand, in the present study, the
fight intensity
of vibration scattering
f rom the dj-amond structure
thin layer
as a function of both the normal of the
layer and the polarization
direction
of i-ncident light is derived. So it is
possibl-e to determine the orientation
of an arbitrarily
oriented thin layer
by means of four extrema of this function.
To verify this method, the orientation
results for sj-Ij-con wafers by the present
method have been compared with'that determined by the X-ray method. The application
of this method to analyse thin layers
will be reported in another paper.
2.

Method.

Three coordinate systems are introdu-{t
ced. (X
Y Z) is the system of the crystal
axes. (i t il is the system related to
the thin layer with i perpend.icular to
the surface of the thin 1ayer, ? and
y parallel
to the surface of the thin
layer, and the components of the uni.t
vectors of 2 and * are taken respectively
as (A,B,C),(B,-A,0)/etTl.EE in (i V -z).
where ^{+d+C=l. (i' i ?,1 is the system used
in experiment with A parallel
to ;,
4t9

and ? making an angle d with f,.
If
the incident and scattered rays propagate
along i and -2,respectively, and their
unit electrical vectors E and ? are
parallel to each other and equal to
i, and make an angle 0 with ?, then
the components 'of T in ( i' ? i,) are.
(cos0,sinO,0). From the coordinate transformation, the components of 7 in (i
T 7l are obtained to be
? : IBcos?+ACs inQ,-Acosf +BCsir?,

-tf+e'lsinjl7#-

(1)
with q =0-o(.
(2)
According to the general theory
of Raman scatterirg, the spectral differential cross section of vibration scattering for non polar crystal is[5J
,
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Where A, is a constanti dr, oJc dnd (A)o are
the frequencies of incid.ent light, scattered light and phonon; fb and rts are
the refractive
indices of the crystal
correspondi-ng to the incid.ent and scattered lighti
n is the phonon number;
g(w,oD.) is a function with its maximum
at (]Jo and the integration of which over
u.r is equal to unity . (aii gr' ). are the
tensor elements of susceptibility
derivative, the matrix form of which in (?
f ZI for diamond structure are
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The scattered light intensity is proportional
to the spectral
differential
cross section at u)o and the incident
light
intensity.
Under the condition
that i, =4=-e , and substituting
( 1) , ( 4 )
into(3),then
I,the light
intensity
of
vibration scattering from diamond structure thin layer can be obtaj-ned as
Bo
(5)
'*a, ,
'-(t'+BIE
"o.o'orpsj-nag,

with

f-e'f C-zpt B" c2+ 1A"+d)t,
tor
cE = - 2AB (A'- *) c1
cb= A282ca+ (At+ Bt)tc'. )
And B" is a constant whi_ch is independent
on A, B, C.
From the definition
of unit vector,
there are only two independent parameters
whj-ch are chosen to be B/ A and C/A.
In general, the choice of two parameters
can be quj-te arbitrary.
However, f or
the sake of convenience, the following
restri-ction is taken:
L> B/A >C/A
(7)
The scattered light
intensity
I,
expressed in (5) and (6), is a periodic
function of c? with period of 190'. rn
the 0-180" region of I , I has four extrema: high vaIley (HV), high peak (Hp),
low valley (LV) and 1ow peak (tp). A11
the intens ities
of these extrema, fiy
Iw
Irp
and the angles of these
, hp ,
,
extrema, Iu, 1*?,
1n, 9+ dePend on the
orientation
parameters B/A and C/A.
From the four extreme intensities,
two
intensity ratios , I:nv /hr and tn /I+, can
be obtained.
e"= t
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Fig- 1 Dependence of the intensity
ratios I^r/Ir? and \, /Irp on the orientation
parameters B/A and C/A. The vertical
and horizontal lines are iso _ B/A and
iso-C/A Lines
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The dependence of I*v /\,p and To /Tne
on B/A and C/A j-s shown in Fig. 1. The

vertical
and horizontal lines are isoB/A and iso-C/A
lines respectively.
The values in brackets are B/A and C/A.
It is obvious that the value of Ixv /Lp
depends mostly on B/A and In /I,t mostly
on C/A. A11 iso-B/A and iso-C/A lines
are in a curve-side triangle. The three
vertices a, b, c correspond just to
the three main orientations,
namely
100
1101
points
and [ 111] . The
on
f
I
J,
the sides db, bc and ac correspond to
the orientations
from [ 100 I to I 110 ) ,
from [ ]-l-01 to f 111J and from [ 1001 to
And the scattered
[ ]-11- | respectively.
light intens j-ties corresponding to the
sides db, bc and ac have characteristics
that Iw = 0, Irrp = 1r,p and Ir, = Itv, respeCtively.
Among the extreme angles, the 1ow
valley angle ?* has the least dependence
on orientation parameters. The dependence
of f.r on B/A and C/A i-s shown in Fig.
2. It shows that cF,.v decreases monotonous1y with the j-ncrease of B/A or C/A.

as that of incident ray is chosen to
be received. Then the thin layer is
turned around the incident ray for varying g, and the scattered light intens j-ty
I corresponding to each 0 is measured.
From the four extreme intensities
in
the I-0 relation,
the B/A and C/A can
be obtained using Fig. L, and then A,
B, C are known. From B/A and C/A, (*
can be found by using Fig. 2, then
found by using formula (2) and
o( is
the experimental- value Q.v . Thus, the
orientat j-on of this thin layer is determined. If more accurate val-ues are need€d, then an iterat i-ve procedure can
be used accordJ-ng to formulae (2) , ( 5 ),
(6) and taking above A, B, C, d as initial values.
3. Results
The specimens used in this study
are surface - polished crystal
silicon
waf ers
and epitaxial
s ilj-con
layers
with different orientations. The instrument employed is the Raman spectrometer,
Ramalog 5, made by the SPEX company,
together wi-th a specimen holder, designed.
and made by ourselves, from which the
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Fig. 2 Depend.ence of the low valley
angle 9* on the orientation pa.rameters
B/A and C/A.
For an arbitrarily
oriented thin
layer with diamond structure, the procedure for determining the orientation
is as follows: A polarized laser ray
is projected perpendicularly onto the
thin layer and the backscattered light
with the same polarization
direct j-on
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Fig. 3
Scattered light intensity
I as function of turned angle 0 for
crystal silicon wafer (a) and epitaxial
silicon layer (b). The circles are experi-mental results and the solid lines
are theoretical
results from formulae
(2), (5), (6) and the values of B/A,
C/A and o( listed in this figure.

angle 0 can be read accurately. The wavelength of the incident light is 5145i,.
When the frequency shift do of the intensity peak (about 522 L/cm) and the background are determined from the Raman
spectrum of silicon,
the I-0 relation
at .r)o is then measured. The intensity
I corresponding to a certain 0 is obtained by averaging 40 received data and
substracting the background..
In Fig. 3, the experimental I - 0
relations for a crystal sj-Iicon wafer
(a) and an epitaxial silicon layer (b)
are shown by circles. From these data,
the values of B/A, C/A and c( can be
found, which are listed in Fig. 3. Then
the theoretical I-0 relations are calculated which are also shown in the same
figure with solid Iines. It can be seen
that the theoret j-cal resul-ts agree with
experimental results very well for both
silicon wafer and epitaxial 1ayer.
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normal of each wafer to the special
directj-on can be determined conveniently.
In Fig. 4, the comparison of devj-ation
angles obtained by the present method
( f ) and X-ray method (I') is shown, with
the squares and circles expressing the
deviation angles from the normals of
the wafers to [111] and [31-1J Airections,
respectively. The agreement of ori-entation between results obtained by the
present method and that by X-ray method
is quite satisfactory.
4.

Conclusions
1. The method proposed in this paper
fixfrsrns Raman Scattered Light Method
-can, with good accuracy, determine the

orientation of an arbitrarily
oriented
crystal thin layer with diamond structure.
2. This method could be extended.
to another j-mportant structure of the
commonly used semiconductors
zinc
bLende structure.
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Fig. 4
Co.mparison of deviat ion
angles obtained - by this method ({ ) and
X-ray method (l'). Squares are deviation
angles from the norhale of the wafers
to [ L11 J direction.
And circles
are
that to [311] direction.
To compare the
above method with
X- ray method., two groups of silicon
wafers are prepared with their normals
close to two special directions which
can be determined by X-ray method. When
the values of B/A and C/A for each wafer
have been determj-ned using the present
method, the deviation angle from the

